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By Zu Strasikova

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 106 pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x 0.2in.RUNWAY Haute Couture and Pret-a-Porter
Sketches - Travel SizeExperience Fashion Industry From The InsideThis isthe first of 5 exciting titles
of FASHION COLORING COLLECTION: 1 Runway, 2 Fantasy Dreasses, 3 Textile Prints and Patterns, 4
Shoes, 5 Jewelry. LUXY Largeversionof Runway Coloring workbookwith 2 LookBooks. (The book is
also available in SMART Travel size. )Fashion designer ZU Strasikova offers all creative fashion
enthusiasts aunique opportunity to experience the process of fashion creation from professional
designers perspective. In this fashion coloring book you will be challenged torecreatesome of
ZUsbrand-exclusive materials- first stage sketches of her runway collections - by using your
imagination and coloring skills. Be bold and playful, experiment with different textures, try unusual
color combinations and dont forget to think of the story you want to tell. Bring that designer out of
you and celebrate your passion for fashion!In this book you will find21 original sketches. Each of
them appears3 times: Twicefor yourEXPERIMENTATIONwith different color texture combinations.
Oncefor yourFINAL DESIGN. This final option comes in lower opacity, so you canbe a co-creator of
the final presentation by tracing the...
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ReviewsReviews

It in one of the most popular publication. We have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to study again once more later on. I am just delighted to
tell you that this is actually the finest publication we have read through in my individual existence and might be he best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II--  Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II

An extremely wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. This really is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Your way of
life span will be convert when you comprehensive reading this book.
-- Eff ie Doug la s-- Eff ie Doug la s
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